
Coarse Woody Debris Management – Field Session Resu lts  
November 3, 2008 
Forsite - Randy Spyksma, Warren Staff and Dustin Oaten 
BCTS – Various (over a dozen) BCTS staff, from planning staff to area supervisors, etc. 
 
Cascades District Office  
- review the three categories of CWD management - RS 

� Fire Hazard 
� Waste and Residue 
� Biodiversity - SFMP targets 

- introduction to the project - RS 
- introduction to the key - WS 
 
Field Site 1 – TSL A74310 Block 2 
- visited undisturbed stand to see what we are looking at reproducing 

� CWD for biodiv - DO 
� CWD for W&R and Fire hazard - WS 

- apply key in undisturbed stand - WS 
- visit adjacent block  - apply the key - WS 
 
Field Site 2 – TSL A74367 Block 7  
- visit undisturbed stand to see what we are looking at reproducing - RS 
- apply key in undisturbed stand - WS 
- visit adjacent block  - apply the key - WS 
 
Field Site 3 – Immediately adjacent Pl stand – appr ox 20 years old 
- discussed impacts of past harvesting on CWD and what should be differently so we do 
not end up with this situation - RS 
 
Results 
- during the field visits, the field key was used to identify current CWD on the blocks – 
debate occurred over the usefulness of the key, the use of current pictures, etc. 
- using the field guide, participants generally came to the same conclusions regarding 
CWD levels 
- due to the variability of CWD across bocks, it was discussed, how the key (pictoral 
guide specifically) would have to be used more at a specific location on the block and 
then different areas of the block then combined for an overall block measure of CWD 
- usefulness of additional photos was also discussed 
- further input following the session was solicited – none was provided 
 
Conclusions 
- the desire to move this further into a statistically sound volume sampling based 
approach is likely too expensive for the value – if it does move ahead, will be important 
to focus on the operational value (hence reference to additional photos, etc. that will 
provide increased value for field staff) 
- the variability that is inherent within the key may not be necessary, as photos of similar 
volume levels in different ecosystems, may not provide operational value to field staff or 
the management of CWD in general 
- options for continuation are recommended as follows: 



1. Utilize the key as it currently exists to improve CWD assessment and 
management and do not do any additional sampling.  This will provide some 
value to BCTS and other licencees, but as some of the matrix cells are not 
populated, its use over the long-term may be compromised. 

2. Modify field key (reduce the number of matrix cells) to remove the resolution or 
reduce the detail within the matrix, i.e. lack of variability across some ecosystems 
does not impact CWD levels, and focus the key for operational use.  Secure 
additional photos through ocular estimation coupled with site specific 
verification/calibration of the photos (not a continued statistically validated 
landscape level sampling program) to populate all the remaining CWD matrix 
cells. 

 
- it is not recommended that a continued attempt to solidify a statistically sound CWD 
validation tool across all ecosystems, timber types, harvesting methods, etc. is 
recommended.  It is likely that the cost would be prohibitive.  In addition, the variability 
of CWD and the factors influencing its variability do not lend themselves to a solely 
physical/ecosystem/timber based classification of CWD (more significant influences 
seem to include markets, logging practices, etc.) 
 
RS 


